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BEIJING: China’s imports and exports plunged in
November to levels not seen since early 2020, official
figures showed Wednesday, as severe COVID restric-
tions hit the economy hard. The last major economy still
wedded to a zero-tolerance virus policy, Beijing’s snap
lockdowns, travel curbs and mass testing have stifled
business activity, disrupted supply chains and damp-
ened consumption.

Imports in November fell 10.6 percent year-on-year,
the biggest drop since May 2020, according to the
General Administration of Customs. Meanwhile,
exports fell 8.7 percent over the same period-the
steepest decline since February 2020, when the coun-
try was mired in the early stages of the pandemic.

“Weakening domestic and foreign demand, COVID
disruptions and a rising comparison base lead to a per-
fect but well-expected storm to China’s exports and
imports,” Bruce Pang, chief economist at Jones Lang
LaSalle, told Bloomberg News.

The figures are the latest in a string of gloomy eco-
nomic indicators as the world’s number two economy
charts a faltering path out of zero-COVID. Official data
last week showed China’s factory activity shrank for a
second straight month in November, as large swathes
of the country were hit by lockdowns and transport
disruptions. The Purchasing Managers’ Index-a key
gauge of manufacturing-fell to 48.0 from 49.2 the
month prior, well below the 50-point mark separating
growth from contraction, according to the National
Bureau of Statistics.

“In November, the pandemic had a negative impact
on the production and operation of some enterprises,
production somewhat slowed, and product order vol-
umes decreased,” the bureau’s senior statistician Zhao
Qinghe said. Some suppliers had complained of trans-
port and logistics problems, while demand from both
the domestic and overseas markets fell, he added.

‘Bumpy reopening’ 
China’s ruling Communist Party has signaled a shift

in COVID messaging since the country’s largest
protests in decades took aim last week at lockdowns
and other measures. Local authorities have begun eas-
ing testing requirements and other restrictions, but
travel between provinces remains complicated and

health measures continue to vary from place to place.
“The zero-COVID policy has been loosened, but

mobility has not recovered much on the national level,”
said Zhiwei Zhang, chief economist of Pinpoint Asset
Management. “I expect exports will stay weak in the
next few months as China goes through a bumpy
reopening process,” he added.

“As global demand weakens in 2023, China will have
to rely more on domestic demand.”

Chinese leaders have set an annual economic
growth target of about 5.5 percent, but many observers
think the country will struggle to hit it, despite
announcing a better-than-expected 3.9 percent expan-
sion in the third quarter. — AFP

China’s imports and exports 
plunge due to COVID rules

Snap lockdowns, travel curbs and mass testing stifle business activity

LIANYUNGANG, China: This photo taken on December 7, 2022 shows cranes and shipping containers at a port in Lianyungang in China’s eastern Jiangsu province. — AFP

Philippine lawmakers 
to revise wealth fund 
bill after outcry
MANILA: Philippine lawmakers said Wednesday that
they would revise a proposed law creating a $4.9 bil-
lion sovereign wealth fund after concerns were raised
over potential corruption and risks to workers’ pen-
sions. Congressmen Sandro Marcos and Martin
Romualdez-President Ferdinand Marcos Jr’s son and
cousin respectively-are among the authors of the bill
establishing the “Maharlika Investments Fund”, which
was to have been seeded by government-run banks
and pension funds.

But Stella Quimbo, another of the bill’s co-authors,
said congressional leaders decided Wednesday to
exclude the pension funds as contributors and instead
seed the initiative with Philippine central bank profits.
“It’s good that we conducted a series of consultations
about the bill,” Quimbo told reporters.

“It validated the concerns of our people, especially
the industrious Filipino workers who remit their contri-
butions every month to the GSIS and SSS,” she said,
referring to the pension funds by their acronyms. The
proposed law, aimed at raising capital for big-ticket
development projects, had stoked anger among
activists and opposition figures, as well as concern
from business groups. Conventional sovereign wealth
funds are seeded by windfall government profits from
natural resources, such as oil or minerals, rather than
money from pension funds.

Business groups said the government was already
running huge budget deficits and the proposed law
risked downgrading its credit rating. Critics also ques-
tioned the plan to designate the president as head of
the fund’s board. Marcos Jr’s late father and namesake
was accused of embezzling billions of dollars from the
national treasury during his 20-year rule. His estate
was also accused of failing to pay $3.6 billion in taxes.

House leaders have discussed a new version of the
bill that was drafted by the president’s economic
advisers, which will be tackled by the House appropri-
ations committee on Friday, Quimbo said.

Lawmakers will “put in place safety nets” to ensure
government funds are safeguarded, she added. The
word “maharlika”, meaning “nobility”, is widely associ-
ated with Marcos Sr, who presided over widespread
human rights abuses and corruption during his two
decades in power. He was ousted in 1986 but no one in
the clan has been jailed. Marcos Sr claimed to have led
an anti-Japanese guerrilla unit called Ang Mga
Maharlika during World War II, but he has been
accused of lying about his war record. — AFP

Stocks fall as 
recession 
fears grow
LONDON: Major stock markets suffered more sell-
ing Wednesday on growing fears that Federal
Reserve monetary tightening will tip the US econo-
my into recession. The drop followed more steep
losses on Wall Street Tuesday after the heads of
leading US banks warned of tough times ahead in
2023. JPMorgan Chase chief Jamie Dimon tipped a
“mild to hard recession” and Goldman Sachs’ David
Solomon said jobs and pay would be hit, while
Morgan Stanley and Bank of America were also
uneasy about the outlook.

The comments added to the downbeat mood that
has coursed through trading floors at the start of the
week, after forecast-beating reports on jobs and the
giant US services sector fanned worries the Fed
would have to push interest rates higher than hoped.
Markets had been rising healthily after a weaker-
than-expected inflation reading for October sug-
gested the almost year-long tightening campaign
was finally affecting prices. “Any hopes that the Fed
would turn more dovish in the months ahead have
been dashed significantly as the vast US services
industry is where sticky inflation hangs out,” said SPI
Asset Management’s Stephen Innes.

He added that the latest readings suggest rates
would go above five percent before the Fed stops
hiking, while several observers have suggested they
will not be reduced until 2024.

The somber outlook overshadowed China’s
moves to wind back some of its harsh COVID
rules that traders hope will kickstart the world’s
number two economy, which has been battered
this year by months of lockdowns and other con-
tainment measures. In a sign of the impact the
zero-COVID strategy has had, data Wednesday
showed that imports and exports plunged far more
than expected in November. On Wednesday, offi-
cials announced for the first time a nationwide
loosening of restrictions, including a reduction in
mandatory PCR tests and allowing some positive
cases to quarantine at home. But while the country
edges back to normality, Zhiwei Zhang, of Pinpoint
Asset Management, warned that it would take
time. “The zero-COVID policy has been loosened,
but mobility has not recovered much on the
national level,” he said. —AFP

As AI rises, 
lawmakers 
try to catch up
PARIS: From “intelligent” vacuum cleaners and dri-
verless cars to advanced techniques for diagnosing
diseases, artificial intelligence has burrowed its way
into every arena of modern life. Its promoters reckon it
is revolutionizing human experience, but critics stress
that the technology risks putting machines in charge of
life-changing decisions. Regulators in Europe and
North America are worried. The European Union is
likely to pass legislation next year-the AI Act-aimed at
reining in the age of the algorithm.

The United States recently published a blueprint
for an AI Bill of Rights and Canada is also mulling leg-
islation. Looming large in the debates has been China’s
use of biometric data, facial recognition and other
technology to build a powerful system of control.

Gry Hasselbalch, a Danish academic who advises
the EU on the controversial technology, argued that
the West was also in danger of creating “totalitarian
infrastructures”. “I see that as a huge threat, no matter
the benefits,” she told AFP. But before regulators can
act, they face the daunting task of defining what AI
actually is.

‘Mug’s game’ 
Suresh Venkatasubramanian of Brown University,

who co-authored the AI Bill of Rights, said trying to
define AI was “a mug’s game”. Any technology that
affects people’s rights should be within the scope of
the bill, he tweeted. The 27-nation EU is taking the
more tortuous route of attempting to define the
sprawling field. Its draft law lists the kinds of
approaches defined as AI, and it includes pretty much
any computer system that involves automation.

The problem stems from the changing use of the
term AI. For decades, it described attempts to create
machines that simulated human thinking. But funding
largely dried up for this research-known as symbolic
AI-in the early 2000s. The rise of the Silicon Valley
titans saw AI reborn as a catch-all label for their num-
ber-crunching programs and the algorithms they gen-
erated. This automation allowed them to target users
with advertising and content, helping them to make
hundreds of billions of dollars.

“AI was a way for them to make more use of this
surveillance data and to mystify what was happening,”
Meredith Whittaker, a former Google worker who co-
founded New York University’s AI Now Institute, told
AFP. So the EU and US have both concluded that any
definition of AI needs to be as broad as possible.

‘Too challenging’ 
But from that point, the two Western powerhouses

have largely gone their separate ways. The EU’s draft
AI Act runs to more than 100 pages. Among its most
eye-catching proposals are the complete prohibition
of certain “high-risk” technologies-the kind of biomet-
ric surveillance tools used in China. It also drastically
limits the use of AI tools by migration officials, police
and judges. Hasselbach said some technologies were
“simply too challenging to fundamental rights”.

The AI Bill of Rights, on the other hand, is a brief
set of principles framed in aspirational language, with
exhortations like “you should be protected from unsafe
or ineffective systems”. The bill was issued by the
White House and relies on existing law. Experts reckon
no dedicated AI legislation is likely in the United
States until 2024 at the earliest because Congress is
deadlocked.

‘Flesh wound’ 
Opinions differ on the merits of each approach.

“We desperately need regulation,” Gary Marcus of
New York University told AFP. He points out that
“large language models”-the AI behind chatbots,
translation tools, predictive text software and much
else-can be used to generate harmful disinformation.

Whittaker questioned the value of laws aimed at
tackling AI rather than the “surveillance business mod-
els” that underpin it. “If you’re not addressing that at a
fundamental level, I think you’re putting a band-aid
over a flesh wound,” she said.

But other experts have broadly welcomed the US
approach. AI was a better target for regulators than
the more abstract concept of privacy, said Sean
McGregor, a researcher who chronicles tech failures
for the AI Incident Database. But he said there could
be a risk of over-regulation.

“The authorities that exist can regulate AI,” he told
AFP, pointing to the likes of the US Federal Trade
Commission and the housing regulator HUD. But
where experts broadly agree is the need to remove the
hype and mysticism that surrounds AI technology. “It’s
not magical,” McGregor said, likening AI to a highly
sophisticated Excel spreadsheet. — AFP

Meta expected to 
face new fines 
after EU ruling
PARIS: Meta is expected to face another large fine after
Europe’s data watchdog on Tuesday imposed binding
decisions concerning the treatment of personal data by
the owner of Facebook, Instagram and WhatsApp. The
European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS) said in a
statement that the rulings concerned Meta’s use of data
for targeted advertising, but did not give details or rec-
ommend fines.

Authorities in Ireland, where Meta has its European
headquarters, have a month to impose the ruling.

Previous interventions by the EDPS have led to large
fines on tech platforms, including a 405-million-euro fine
on Instagram in September over a breach in the handling
of children’s data. The latest case follows complaints by
privacy campaigning group Noyb that Meta’s three apps
fail to meet Europe’s strict rules on data protection.
Noyb says they flouted the landmark General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) that came into force in
May 2018 by failing to give users the option of holding

back their personal data and blocking targeted advertis-
ing. Facebook argues these are vital to its functioning.

“This is not the final decision and it is too early to
speculate,” said a Meta spokesman, adding that EU law
left open a possibility for targeted ads. In October 2021,
the Irish Data Protection Authority (DPC) recommended
a fine of just 28 to 36 million euros for lack of trans-
parency. But this was rejected as far too low by France’s
CNIL (the National Commission for Technology and
Freedoms) and other national watchdogs, who asked the
EDPS to investigate the case. “The EU regulators’ deci-
sion, if it is upheld, would have a dramatic impact on
Meta’s revenue in Europe,” said Debra Aho Williamson,
an analyst at Insider Intelligence.

The decision would be a “kneecapping” of Meta’s
ability to sell targeted advertising and given the stakes,
Meta will “fight vigorously to defend its business”, she
said. According to the Politico news site, internal docu-
ments show that Meta earmarked three billion euros for
possible European fines in 2022 and 2023. As well as the
Instagram fine in September, Meta was fined a further
265 million euros last month over a data leak that saw
half a billion users’ details published on a hacking web-
site. That adds to a 60-million-euro fine in France in
January over its use of “cookies”, the digital trackers
used to target advertising. —AFP 

AI promoters reckon it is revolutionising human experience, but critics stress that the technology risks putting
machines in charge of life-changing decisions. —AFP


